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DustAlarm® ES Broken Bag Detector and 
DustTrendTM ES Dust Emission Trend Monitor
Q: What is the DustAlarm® ES / DustTrendTM ES product line? 
A: DustAlarm® ES and DustTrendTM ES are Monitor’s trade names for the next generation lineup of 
dust monitors.  The DustAlarm ES is essentially a broken bag detector with a switch/relay output, 
while the DustTrend ES provides an analog output to provide relative monitoring capabilities. 
Q: What are the primary benefits of the DustAlarm® ES and DustTrendTM ES products? 
A: “Set it and forget it” easy set up (saves time and money), Exceptional and Reliable Sensitivity, 
and the ability to provide safety and cost savings benefits to the customer’s operation. 
Q: What is improved from the previous DustAlarm® offered by Monitor? 
A: Much has improved over the previous offering: 

1. Easy set-up / “calibration” with a single push of a button.
2. External status indicator LEDs have been added.
3. The devices are now Modbus compatible via an RS-485 connection.
4. The integral probe can now handle 300o F compared to 160 o F with the previous model.
5. The units feature the new Monitor housings/enclosures with highly durable aluminum construction and UV resistant powder

coat finish.
6. The insulator has been upgraded to Ryton® in order to leverage our 25 years of excellent industry performance within the

TrueCap product line.
7. Both products are available with Monitor’s DustConfig software that allows the customer to a) set custom alarm point if

needed and b) visualize the activity/behavior within the duct.

Q: What else is different about the DustAlarm® ES and DustTrendTM ES products when compared to their predecessors? 
A: Differences include: 

1. First of all, the DustTrendTM	ES is an entirely new product from Monitor, offering an analog output with trending
capabilities that can tie into a customer’s PC, PLC, DCS, etc.

2. The customer specified length (CSL) has changed its reference point to be the total length of the probe from the Tri-Clamp
mount.  We believe this makes more sense to our customers than our previous method of calculating the CSL.  The impact is
that a customer may need to specify a CSL a bit longer (approx. 1-3/4”) if purchasing a direct replacement of a previous
DustAlarm®.  However, we suggest that customers/reps consult the factory for recommendations on probe length which
will be made based on application and duct size.

3. We now offer a ¾” stainless steel NPT adapter for applications where that process connection is the requirement.

Q: What are the differences between the DustAlarm® ES and DustTrendTM ES? 
A: The DustTrendTM ES offers everything the DustAlarm® ES offers plus an analog output, and additional Modbus 
capabilities that provide relative measurement values that could be captured by a customer’s control system. 
Q: How do the DustAlarm® ES and DustTrendTM ES products stack up against their competition? 
A: Our dust monitors offer exceptional value when compared to the competitive units on the market.  See bulletin 765 for 
a competitive comparison analysis.

Q: How do the DustAlarm® ES and DustTrendTM ES products work? 
A: The products operate on the triboelectric effect, which is based on particles interacting with an electrically isolated 
sensing probe.  When moving particles pass in close proximity to the probe, a very small electrical charge is transferred 
from the particulate to the probe.  The electrical signal is then processed by a series of sophisticated algorithms to filter 
out noise and ensure reliable sensing of particulate matter. 
Q: How do our dust monitors save time and money? 
A: With “Set it and Forget it” installation/set up, our dust monitors only require a simple push of a button calibration and 
are easy to commission.
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